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The calculator approach vs the control approach

• The referendum debate as it currently stands

REMAIN: greater economic advantages, less control? Nasty 
surprises to come? 

• Treasury claims families would be £4300 worse off…
• EU opponents talk about Eurozone bailouts, EU army and 

Turkish entry into EU…

LEAVE: trade off economic benefits for greater control? Greater 
control makes us better off in long run?

• Better trade deals with US or China…
• pro-EU side insist single market access means obeying EU 

laws and accepting free movement of people



Keeping the status quo

• How much influence does UK really have in EU and what 
changes are on the horizon?

EUROZONE REFORM
• more integration and policy coordination for public spending
• debt relief or new bailouts likely
• new EU treaty possible to put these into practice
• BUT, UK not affected because of its Euro opt-out and 

renegotiation deal



The UK renegotiation no Eurozone bailout clause

“Emergency and crisis measures designed to 
safeguard the financial stability of the euro 
area will not entail budgetary responsibility 
for Member States whose currency is not the 
euro” (Annex I, Section A, para. 3)

Source: European Council Conclusions 18 and 19 February 2016



What about the rest of David Cameron’s renegotiation?



The rest of the UK renegotiation

IN REALITY
• Child benefit reform only affects 32,000 children and cost-of-living 

indexation only possible after 2020
• in-work benefits “emergency break” needs permission from European 

Commission and allows only phasing-in
• Angela Merkel, with backing of new EU countries, blocked any 

discriminatory measures on free movement
• So NO disincentive for EU migrants – immigration will remain politically 

salient

The government’s 
pro-EU leaflet states:



Other risks of remaining



The state of EU negotiations with Turkey

Source: ZEI EU-Turkey-Monitor



The unfinished business of Brexit



The unfinished business of Brexit

Source:

Source: 
www.parliament.uk/bri
efing-
papers/SN06091.pdf



The unfinished business of Brexit

Tariffs outside the EU



Conclusion: Catharsis by referendum?

In the event of a Yes to EU membership

• terms of membership have not have improved 

significantly

• Eurosceptics will remain a potent force (EP elections, 

opposition to euro)

• split in Conservative party mirroring Labour/SDP 

divide after 1975? 

In the event of Brexit

• vote to withdraw won’t really clarify future of the UK

• more uncertainty than ever by virtue of the need to 

craft a hugely politicized and highly complex new 

settlement

• party conflict over European policy will remain 
• Reopening of Scottish independence question



Conclusion: Not the indyref


